The paper aims to study the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation algorithm in the assessment system of the clinical nursing teaching quality. 
Introduction
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is a comprehensive evaluation method based on fuzzy mathematics. According to the membership degree theory of fuzzy mathematics, the comprehensive evaluation method transforms qualitative evaluation into quantitative evaluation by making an overall evaluation on the things or objects restricted by many factors, with the use of fuzzy mathematics [1] . Since it is clear in results and strong in systematicnes, it can solve fuzzy problems that are difficult to quantify. It is suitable for the solution to various non-deterministic problems. Teaching Quality Evaluation is an important part of teaching management and an important means to protect the effective implementation of education and teaching work and promote the improvement of teaching quality. In clinical nursing teaching, the teaching quality of teachers is directly related to the students' occupation attitudes, their major cause of healing the wounded and rescuing the dying. The level of the quality involves lesson planning, teaching, teaching counseling, clinical practice, and other links. In the evaluation of clinical teaching quality, we should take into consideration various factors, establish a scientific, rational and effective teaching quality evaluation method for the assessment of teaching quality, and then urge schools to adjust assessment system and improve education system, and ultimately guide the students to get engaged in the great and arduous cause of clinical nursing, with a solid theory and good service attitude.
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method and assessment of clinical teaching quality

Concept
All things on earth have contact, but the contact is not clear. The relationship between the many connecting factors is ambiguous. The fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method, in response to the ambiguity between these factors, is a system analysis method that applies the analysis and evaluation of fuzzy mathematics theory. It is the method of analysis and evaluation dominated by fuzzy inference, with qualitative and quantitative as well as accurate and precise combination. Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation has a unique advantage in dealing with complex system problems that are difficult to be described in precise mathematical methods. Thus, in recent years, it has found a very wide range of applications in many disciplines [2] .
The application of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method in the clinical teaching
Teaching Quality Evaluation is an important part of teaching management in the teaching of clinical nursing [3] . The level of teaching quality of teachers is directly related to students' level of nursing theory, the attitude of service and future work attitude. The quality of clinical teaching involves lesson planning, teaching, counseling, clinical practice, and other aspects. Therefore, it is of great advantage to apply fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method in the evaluation research [4, 5] . In recent years, in terms of the application of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, there have been 728 records of two articles containing fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method in the database CNKI, 17 records of applying fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method in teaching quality research, and only two articles applying fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method in clinical teaching quality. The above-mentioned results are shown in Table 1 . He Jun applied fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to analyze the students questionnaire about the teaching quality of soldiers and employed nurses, and concluded that fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method could help make a comprehensive qualitative and quantitative evaluation on the research target and could facilitate the comparison of objects [6] . Xiang Yingqing explored the effects of applying fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method in the effectiveness evaluation of clinical nursing practice teaching. Through self-designed questionnaire, she chose evaluation index, established the mathematical model with the use of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method, conducted a comprehensive analysis of practice teaching quality, and concluded that fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method could make scientific, quantitative evaluation of the teaching quality [7] . Thus, it is feasible and practical in the evaluation of practice teaching. These two scholars make teaching evaluation by means of self-designed questionnaire, then apply the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to analyze the results, and come to the corresponding conclusions. It proves advantage of applying fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method in the teaching quality of clinical nursing. Based on their research, the paper establishes clinical teaching quality assessment model, with the use of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, and studies teaching quality of clinical teaching.
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Principles and models of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation
Principles
The basic idea of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method lies in determining the evaluation factors, and weight evaluation grading standards of factors, using fuzzy set transformation principle, describing the fuzzy boundaries of all factors and determinants with the membership degree, constructing fuzzy evaluation matrix, and finalizing the class of evaluation objects through multi-layers of compound operation [8] . In the process of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, it first makes fuzzy comprehensive evaluation on the lowest level of the index, and then on the index of higher levels and finally on the top index. Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation includes the following three elements:
(1) Factors set: X = {x1, x2, ..... the xm};
(2) Decision set: Y = {y1, y1, ..... yn};
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model
Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model includes two aspects: single-level model and multi-level model.
The single-level fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model: Given two finite domains:
In equation 1, U represents the collection of all the evaluation factors; in equation 2, V represent the collection of all evaluation grades.
If you focus on the evaluation factor ui whose sequence is i (i = 1,2, ..., m), and the single factor evaluation results are Ri = [ri1, ri2, ..., rin], then m judgment decision matrix of judgment factors is as follows:
fuzzy relation from U to V.
If the weight distribution of each evaluation factor is as follows: 
Multi-level fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model: In the complex system, we have to take into consideration many factors and there are still different levels among these factors. In the multi-level model, it is difficult to arrive at a correct evaluation result through the application of single-level fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model [9] . Therefore, it is necessary to divide the evaluation factors set into several classes according to certain attribute. First of all, make comprehensive evaluation of each class, and then make high-level comprehensive evaluation of evaluation results of various classes to deal with multi-factor and multi-level system. The multi-level fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model can be established in the following steps:
(1) As for the evaluation factors set U, divide it into m subsets according to certain attribute and make them meet:
In this way, you get a second level of evaluation factors set:
In equation 6, Ui = {Uik} (i = 1, 2, ..., m; k = 1,2, ..., nk) implies that the subset Ui contains nk evaluation factors. 
As for m evaluation factor subsets: Ui (i = 1,2, ..., m), make comprehensive evaluation and the evaluation decision-making is as follows:
If the weight distribution of each factor subset in U is A, we can get the following comprehensive evaluation results:
In equation (9) 
Where:
Complete the " normalization " processing of B, we can get , including:
In order to facilitate comprehensive analysis, we need to take advantage of dual-weights to transform the above comprehensive evaluation results into the corresponding comprehensive evaluation value.
Dual-weights mean attributing j evaluations with new weight coefficient Cj to obtain the new weight vector. Then multiply it by comprehensive evaluation vector, and we can get the comprehensive evaluation value:
The application of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation in the teaching quality of clinical nursing
The teaching quality of clinical nursing is the same with conventional teaching. The quality includes the teaching quality of teachers, teaching content, teaching methods, as well as the reaction toward academic lectures. Compared with conventional teaching, the teaching effectiveness includes the students' reaction to the patients in practice. Therefore, we need to conduct a survey to construct the teaching evaluation index. The survey target included 150 graduating students who were majoring in Clinical Nursing and who were to be graduated in 2007. It surveyed the courseware of classroom teachers and students' test scores, the staff of various departments in the hospital where students practiced, and substitute teachers with 500 copies of questionnaires handed out.
Teaching quality assessment index: The assessment index of clinical nursing teaching quality includes the following five aspects. Different aspects have their respective sub-index that can be obtained in appropriate ways. Determine the weight of each evaluation index: In accordance with the nature and requirements of the problem, Analytic Hierarchy Process divides the factors contained into several layers, which are generally classified as the target layer, rule layer and sub-rule layer arrangement to form a hierarchical structure. It adopts multiple comparisons of all factors within the same layer to determine the weight relative to the target weight of the upper layer. The analysis layer by layer will not stop until the analysis of the last layer. Then it offers the sequencing of all the factors relative to the overall target, according to the degree of importance. Its main feature lies in that it reasonably combines the qualitative and quantitative decision-making, and quantifies decision-making process within layers in accordance with the laws of thinking, psychological level. There are as many as 20 indexes involved in the investigation and the shares of the index weights in teaching quality are different. Therefore, we use Analytic Hierarchy Process to conduct weight analysis of each index, and establish judgment matrix ij A=(a )n n  , complete the normalization of matrix by columns for the sum. When it is normalized, we finally get the following weight value table.
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Set the fuzzy evaluation information: In the review of the evaluation index, we cannot adopt unified scoring but fuzzy evaluation information, which can be divided into five levels: excellent, good, average, poor, and very poor. Set evaluation levels respectively. Design the questionnaire in the form of choices, that is, the evaluation set: V = {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5} = {good, good, average, poor, very poor}
The fuzzy comprehensive evaluation: After designing, handing out and collecting the questionnaire, we have recovered 150 questionnaires that contain 150 graduating students' evaluation on a teacher in the college. The recovery rate of internship questionnaire was 78% and 390 questionnaires have been recovered. The surveyed results are shown in Table 4 . 
Then work out the evaluation results of teaching methods, teaching content, teaching quality, student internships effect: Q = U × (Q1 Q2Q3 Q4 Q5), ie: 
0.823 0.074 0.100 0.002 0.000 Q 
The comprehensive evaluation results show that the teaching quality evaluation of the teacher have the following membership degree in the four emulation sets (excellent, good, medium, poor): 82.3%, 7.4%, 10%, 0.2% and 0. With the use of the weighted average method, we can know that the teacher's classroom teaching quality is evaluated as good.
Analysis and views:
At present, teaching quality evaluation has become an indispensable part of the evaluation of teaching quality. Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method overcomes the arbitrariness in the evaluation with more specific target and clearer steps. It betters the quantitative and qualitative integration, and shows the incomparable superiority of other methods. In the results comparison and evaluation, the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is intuitive and easy to understand. The evaluation results are scientific, objective and fair. When there are not so many indexes in each level, it involves small calculation amount and it is a relatively simple evaluation method.
Conclusion
It is of great significance to study the quality of the clinical nursing teaching and it is an important means to protect the effective implementation of education and teaching, and promote the improvement of teaching quality. This paper discusses the application of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method in clinical nursing teaching. Through the establishment of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model, the application of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method in the assessment on the teaching quality of clinical nursing, we work out the basic data on the basis of the questionnaire. After applying fuzzy comprehensive evaluation for layers of analysis, we finally come to the conclusion that under the weighted evaluation, the teaching quality of a teacher instructing one class of Grade 2007 is good, and the results are consistent with the actual survey results. It shows that fuzzy comprehensive evaluation has the application advantage in the assessment of teaching quality. It is of great significance to urge schools to change the education system, assess the teaching achievements and guide students' learning in practice.
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